Academic Search Complete is one of the most comprehensive scholarly databases, providing the full-text articles for more than 12,000 publications across multiple disciplines and subjects, from Anthropology to Zoology and everything in between. This database is often the first choice to begin your research, as it encompasses material on a large variety of topics. The materials available include journals, magazines, peer-reviewed articles, videos, and more.

Basic Search

**Results List:** Below are the results for a search on “social media” AND education

You can limit (or refine) the results by selecting EBSCO Full Text only (results with full text available) or Scholarly Journals (peer-reviewed) or modifying the Publication Date.

You can also limit your results by Source Type. Select Academic Journals (articles intended for an academic audience, some of which are peer-reviewed), Magazines, Newspapers, etc.
Having trouble finding sources? Try these tips:

- Use **AND** when combining keywords or phrases: each result will contain **all** search terms
  
  ⇒ Example: food **AND** nutrition

- Use **OR** to combine more than one keyword or phrase: each result will contain **at least one** of the search terms
  
  ⇒ Example: young adults **OR** adolescents **OR** teenagers **OR** college students

- Place **quotation marks** - """" - around phrases to search for words in that exact order
  
  ⇒ Example: “social media”

- Use an **asterisk** at the end of a keyword - * - to search words that start with the same letters
  
  ⇒ Example: librar* will find results with library, librarians, libraries, etc.